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The formal description familiar from group theory can be carried out in those monoid extensions 
whose congruence classes have representatives generating them under one-sided action of the 
kernel. This is first developed systematically, without further restrictive assumption. The original 
description of Rddei [9] falls out when the kernel acts faithfully on these representatives. The 
“quasi-decompositions” and “triple sums” of Schmidt [l l] are seen to be the split extensions in the 
commutative case; and their generalization by Krishnan [5] those in an (unnecessarily) sym- 
metrized non-commutative one. (Split extensions under faithful action, alias “semidirect 
products”, also appear in [8, p. 1861 and more specially, with the kernel a group, in [lo, p. 1911.) 
The “left coset” and .‘X-coextensions” of Grillet and Leech [3, 71 do not quite fit into the 
formulation but a slight modification covers them as well, while freeing them from restriction to a 
group “kernel”; thus liberated the construction applies, again back in the split commutative case, 
to yield Schmidt’s “semigroup of semigroups”. 
An appendix extends recent work of Kiihler to develop a Kaloujnine-Krasner theorem for these 
extensions. 
A monoid it4 is a semigroup with two-sided identity. That class K of a left 
congruence which contains a right identity is a submonoid:’ for from j, k - 1 follows 
jk -j- 1. Furthermore, each left congruence class is closed under right multi- 
plication by K: they are all right K-sets. Left multiplication by K-indeed by all of 
M-sends these K-sets into each other: the quotient set Q by the congruence carries 
the structure of a left M-set. 
The condition that right multiplication by M also preserve the classes is just that - 
be a (two-sided) congruence, and this will make the quotient set Q itself a monoid 
with unit 1. Each class 4 E Q will in particular admit a left as well as a right action by 
K, the associative law guaranteeing that these actions are mutually compatible, i.e. 
commute with each other, thus making 4 into a bi-K-set. More generally, there is a 
local multiplication between the elements of a class p and those of a class 4 with 
values in the class ~4, which commutes with the outer and “links” the inner actions by 
K: the global multiplication in M can be recovered by putting together these 
individual multiplications between bi-K-classes. 
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’ which also contains every j for which j& E K for any k E K: e.g. a left inverse of k. 
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A closer approximation to the pattern familiar from group theory can be had when 
the bi-K-set congruence classes q E Q are assumed to be principal (or monogenic) 
right K-sets: i.e. when each is to contain a single element which generates it qua right 
K-set. In terms of such a generator g, every other element of the class can be written 
as gk. In general this form (unlike for the class K for which we choose its identity as g) 
will not be unique. The pairs {(i, k) : gi = gk} form a right congruence 8, in K (the 
“order-congruence” of g), and in fact the principal right K-set q is isomorphic to (is 
“presented” as) the quotient K/6,. In terms of such a presentation q = gK, the 
additional left action is spelled out as the assignment o every k E K of a kg, 
determined modulo 8,, for which kg = gk’ (k’ = k, 1’ = 1). Left-right compatibility 
requires that left multiplication by kg send classes of 8, into such classes, abbreviated 
as kgf3, c Be, thus that kg, the “conjugate of k by g”, belong to the “normalizer” [2, 
II, §11.7 p. 2791 Kg of 8,; and that (jk)g=jgkg mod 8,. This “one-sided” con- 
jugation, performed by any g for which Kg c gK-let the submonoid of these g be 
called the “normalizer N of the submonoid K”- is a map from K, with kernel the 
left order-congruence of g (which for such g is thus a congruence), to the normalizer 
Kg of, and modulo the right order-congruence of g (when restricted to Kg the latter 
is also a congruence): this map may be written kg E g-‘(kg), understood as the 
inverse image of kg under left multiplication by g. With this understanding one has 
Kg = g-‘Kg c K. From g-‘(kg)h c g-‘(kg/z) follows on applying h-‘: {(k”f’}c 
{k@}, whence kg” = (kg)” mod egh: conjugation is thus a homomorphism in both 
arguments modulo the appropriate 6. 
We interpolate a description of the dependence of all this on the presentation 
chosen for the q. The choice of generator for K has been normalized at 1, but in each 
of the remaining classes one is free to choose any other g’ which generates it. Like 
every element of the class, one can obtain this g’ as gi for some i E K determined 
mod f3,: for it to be a generator it is enough that its right multiples include g, thus that 
for some I’m K, g’i’= g or ii’= 1 mod 8,, i.e. that i have a right inverse mod 8, 
The changes this different choice effects are straightforward to calculate: In the 
first place g’will have as order-congruence (kernel of the right K-morphism sending 
1 E Kon g’) oaf = i-‘(e,), the inverse image of eg under the right K-endomorphism of 
left multiplication by i. (Of course the quotients of K by 8, and ti,,are isomorphic: but 
this does not entail that 8, and 8,, are the same-e.g. for the classes of 1, C 3 iC’i’, 
with equality if ii’cii’ = C as in the group case. That i be in Kg, so that g + gi extends 
in a well-defined way to a K-endomorphism of K/O,, is the condition for being able 
to pass to the new presentation from the old by a K-endomorphism; if also i’E Kg’ 
then this is a K-automorphism.) 
The right K-endomorphism of left multiplication by k, described in the presen- 
tation K/8, as left multiplication on K by the elements kg E g-‘(kg), will send gi on 
gk’i; the sub-right K-set generated by gi is preserved just when this is of the form 
gik “: hence ik”=(k’)i mod 19,, i.e. kg’ is “conjugate to kg by i mod 13~” and is 
determined mod 19,~ = i-‘(0,) in the set of such conjugates i-‘(K’i mod e,), the 
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inverse image of the 0, classes meeting KY, which is the normalizer of @,, since g’ is a 
generator (in general it will be the elements whose left multiplications induce 
endomorphisms which extend to the whole K-set). 
The final structural specification is that for the products of elements g = q chosen 
as generators for the classes q. The description is like that for groups module having 
to operate modulo the f+. The product pq must belong to the class of the product pq 
in Q: thus there exists an f(p, q) E K (really f(p, 4) but its dependence on the choice 
of generators will, as usual, be spelled out later) determined module O,, for which 
Dq = p@(p, q). (The normalization I= 1 will entail f(1, q) =f(q, 1) = 1 mod e,.) 
Since the triple product $4 is then evaluable as p7if(p, q)kq, it must be that left 
multiplication byf(p, q) on Kq sends the image under conjugation byq of every class 
modulo 8, into a single class module f3,, a condition we may write asf(p, q)8; c 0,. 
Conversely this condition guarantees that right multiplication by q is well defined on 
pK to @K; and in order for it to extend to a right multiplication by all of CfK on FK, 
the image by f( p, q) of the q conjugates of 8, classes must left multiply each 0, class 
into a 0, class, i.e. we must even have f(p, q)8@, c 0,. Since lq= 1 mod 8, this 
includes f( p, q)O, c 0,. 
Under change of generators the new factor set f(p, q) is seen from p’q’= 
Pqr(p, 4) =pcli,f’(p, q) = (jZPHBiq) = jW(p, q)i$, to satisfy i,,f’(e, 4) =f(p, q)i,4iq 
mod e,-- by the hypothesis just made, the product on the right is in a single 0, class 
when its factors vary modulo their permitted range: thus the solutions f’ do indeed 
constitute a single class mod i;Je, 
A more abstract description of the same phenomenon is available by way of the 
tensor product (cf. [12]): The desired “inner compatible multiplication” between 
the right K-set p and the left K-set q is mediated by a map from p 0 q to the class 
pq; the compatible “outer actions”-left on p, right on q-equip p 0 q with a 
bi-K-set structure which the mediating map must preserve. Now p 0 q is right- 
generated by the element p 04 (if q is right-generated by elements in N i.e. for 
which Kg c gK, then their O-product with right-generators of p will right-generate 
p 0 q); its right order-congruence is the smallest containing 0, and 8: (i.e. identify- 
ing the images in Kq under q-conjugation of the 0, classes-conjugation of the left 
order-congruence of q is already contained in t9,, being its restriction to K’). It 
follows that 804 can be sent by right K-morphism on just those elements whose 
right order congruence contains eq and 8:: thus those qwith f-‘(8,) I> 0; u eq; which 
implies f-l(&) 3 Ozeq (the family of product sets) since 0: consists of subsets of Kq 
and f-i(&) is a right congruence, and is implied by it since 1 E IJO: = Kq. 
The condition for this to be also a left K-morphism, is that Ff be in the normalizer 
N of K with k” = kPeq = (kP)’ modf’(8,); with F in N it reduces to (k’)f=f(k”) = 
f(kP)’ mod 8,; thus for the preservation of left K-action under right multiplication 
by Lf: kPqf(p, q)=f(P, qHkPJ4 mod 0,. In view of f(p, q)(jk)’ =f(p, q)jqkq mod 0, 
this will entail via jpqf(p, q)k’=f(p, q)(j”k)’ the equality of the bracketings of 
jp(kq), i.e. the left K-preservation of the multiplication by kq. 
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It remains to arrange for the associativity of the multiplication of generators: 
(pd)F = p(47) reduces as usual to f(pq, r)f( p, q)r =f(p, qr)f(q, r) mod IY,,. Con- 
versely, in conjunction with the preceding conditions, this yields the associativity of 
the product pj * Qk = @jf(p, q)j’k: since [f(p, q)jqk 1’ is in the same 0, class as 
f(p, q)‘(j’)‘k’, their left multiples by f(pq, r) are in the same 6,, class, which is also 
the common 13,, class of f(p, qr)f(q, r)(j’)‘k’ and f(p, qr)j”f(q, r)k’-this shows 
(pi * cfk)F= pj(cfk - i); the reasoning is unaffected by right K-multiplication. 
To recapitulate: an extension of K by 0 whose classes are monogenic right K-sets, 
may be characterized by the assignment to each q E Q of a right congruence 0, on K, 
of a homomorphism from K to Kq/Bq specified by a map kq to any representative 
mod 0, in its normalizer K’, and by an element of X{K/t&: 0 x Q} which 
must satisfy, for any representative f(p, q) E K of the component in 
K/e, :f(p, qN@, c 8,, k?(p. 4) =f(p, N?‘Jq mod epqr and f(pq, rV(p, 4)’ = 
OP, qMq, 4 mod em,. 
With this “factor system” formulation fully developed, one can attempt to follow 
the group theory pattern further, both in the development of intrinsic properties and 
in specializations for which these are effective. This will be done below, more in 
sampler than in comprehensive form. 
The right congruence (improperly) indexed above as 0, depends of course not just 
on q, but on the generator chosen to present it; a true invariant of the right action of K 
on q would be the intersection of the right order-congruences of all<he elements of q. 
This is a two-sided congruence, being the kernel of the “faithfulization” homomor- 
phism, which assigns to every k the selfmap its right action induces on q. The 
quotients of K modulo these are a Q-indexed system of monoids acting faithfully on 
the corresponding classes of the extension -an intermediate invariant through which 
the subsequent description by choice of representatives may be made to pass. 
Rather than relying on the right action induced just by K, the class of 1, to 
monogenerate the classes, it would be possible to use any larger submonoid of the 
extension which stabilizes q : the largest such is the right stabilizer S,-all h for which 
qh c q, i.e. the union of the classes which in the quotient are right absorbed by q (“the 
fixer” Cl]); and to let Kq be its “faithfulization” , i.e. the monoid of transformations 
its action induces on q (thus its quotient by the congruence of inducing the same 
transformation on q: the intersection of the kernels of the 4 E q construed as maps 
from S, to q). Now S, c S,, and if q-stabilizing right multiples which induce the same 
transformation on q also do so on pq-e.g. if the transformations they induce on pq 
are already determined by their restrictions to iJ {pq : p E p}-then this inclusion 
goes over to a monoid morphism Kq + K,. Since it is induced by inclusions and 
congruence restriction containment, this assignment of monoids and morphisms 
composes associatively under further left multiplication and does not distinguish left 
associates (i.e. mutual left multiples): it is ‘actually defined (as a “functor”) on 
the partially ordered set of left divisibility classes of Q. It is this assignment which 
in the approach of Leech and Grillet [7, 31 replaces the single K as “kernel” 
of the extension. With this as a given, they then postulate the analogue of the above: 
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every class 4 is to be monogenerated as a right &-set, hence is of the form @K, 
isomorphic to KJI~, with 0, the right order-congruence of 4 in K4’ (Actually they 
operate under assumptions making K4 a group and 8, the identity, thus making 
possible the identification of 4 with Kq.) Since K, includes K = K,, this is implied by 
the postulate on which the treatment developed above is based;* but whereas here 
the right action on pq by Kq is still available, being mediated by the given 
homomorphism to K,, ($c)cj for k E K, is not yet evaluable as a function of pcft and 
kcj is not even well defined (in general; the left stabilizer of 4 operates as right K4 
endomorphisms). The map (pk) : q + pq must therefore be specified as an additional 
structural feature of the description: since it is a right K,-morphism it is determined 
by its value on 4, an element Mf( pk, Q) with the “factor” fdetermined in K, modulo 
0, and sending the image of 8, in K, into 8,. When Kp4 is a group, every element is 
a generator andf(pk, 4) may be written as a multiple of f( p, 4), in formal coincidence 
with what has been done before, but with very little information about the coefficient 
in K w; e.g. it cannot be counted on to be realized by a homomorphism of K,, to KM 
(Grillet’s “good behavior”) or even by an action of Kp on the possible f( p, 4) as 
above. However f does depend homomorphically on k E K, in Leech’s setting, 
because of the possibility there of choosing generators (actually in his setting every 
element of the class is such a generator) which admit the switching of coefficients 
from one side to the other: more precisely, each 4 is to admit both a right and a left 
K,-action for each of which these 4 are to be monogenerators (thus with both right 
and left order-congruences two-sided; by faithfulness they are the identity), whence 
every cjk is of the form k-‘cj with a left coefficient which depends isomorphically on 
the right. Now (pk)ij = (kePp)cj becomes evaluable via the homomorphisms-which 
must also be specified-between the left acting Kq linked by right divisibility in Q; 
bringing the image coefficient to the right of p7j, one establishesf(/5k, 4) = kf(p, 4) in 
K,, with a homomorphically depending coefficient. 
Similarly, the selfmap of K giving the effect of the left action of its elements on 4 in 
some presentation, was improperly indicated as kq, for it also depends on the 
generator. One can free oneself of this dependence by combining these maps for the 
different generators-or better their compositions with the quotients module the 
corresponding &‘s-into a single map whose value is the totality of the images 
g-‘(kg) for all the generators. These images are sent into each other under “inner 
conjugation” with the i E K right invertible modulo 8, (all of them being obtained 
from anyone in this way). Since the maps induced by these inner conjugations on the 
quotients are monoid isomorphisms, the combined map realizes the homomorphism 
on K of inducing the same left action on the right K-set generated by a g E N, with 
the difference of presentation identified out. Now the conjugates by an h EN of 
scalars right invertible mod 0,, as well as of those right invertible mod 6$,, are each 
right invertible mod Q, : the equivalence of passing to a different generator (of a 
* A generalization more in the spirit of that treatment would be to forego faithfulness of the &-action 
with its resort to the system of homomorphisms in favor of retaining the S, with their index divisibility 
inclusion. 
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monogenerated right K-subset) is a congruence for multiplication in N, whose 
classes act multiplicatively on the generator independent homomorphisms from K 
(by postconjugation of their values, which are the conjugates of individual k by all 
the elements in a class). This action by the normalizer of K in the extension, defined 
modulo the equivalence of generating the same right K-set, is our analogue of the 
“homomorphism associated with the extension which maps the quotient into the 
automorphism classes of the kernel” discussed in [6, II $48, p. 1261. To obtain an 
action actually of C? (rather than of the quotient of N, in which 0 is non- 
multiplicatively embedded), one should enlarge the classes further, so as to identify 
the results of (inner) conjugating g-‘(kg) with everyj E K for which gj belongs to the 
normalizer of K (these include the meet of N with K, the j whose generated left ideal 
is contained in the right - thus for commutative K, all of K). Of course, if the 
generators of classes in 0 are closed under multiplication (i.e. the f(p, 4) are always 
right invertible mod t9,), then it would suffice to just restrict the given action to them. 
(Although these generators would then be a subextension mapping on Q, its classes 
need not be monogenerated using only right invertibles from K.) 
Finally, the factor set f(p, 4) is not properly a function of (pairs of) classes, but 
rather of (a fixed choice of) their generators, going over, under change of such choice 
(in the same extension), to f’(p, q)~ iz [f(p, q)i& mod eP4] where the i’s, right 
invertible mod the like indexed d’s, are right multipliers effecting the change. When 
f(p, 4) commutes with i”,i, this is the class mod iid& of [ii: (i& mod 8,)lf(p, q), 
the bracketed term being the factor set for a “split” extension, i.e. one equivalent o a 
choice of generators whose f is identically 1 (thus a choice effecting an isomorphism 
of 0 into the extension). For a factor set f whose value at each (p, q) commutes with 
the elements right invertible modf-‘(8,), the change resulting from a change of 
generators may be obtained by multiplying it with the change that would have 
occurred in the factor set 1: the orbits under pointwise action of the latter are thus the 
equivalence classes of such factor sets under change of generators in a single 
extension. For group extensions with abelian kernel the factor sets are closed under 
pointwise multiplication for which this equivalence is a congruence; here the 
requirement f(p, 4)8$3, c 0, seems to prevent this. In general the factor sets admit 
pointwise multiplication by those in the center of K whose value at (p, 4) is in Km. 
The treatment of semigroup extensions as expounded in [9] (also described but less 
completely in the first chapter of [13]), specializes from that above (except for the 
inessential elaboration of making provision for carrying along a 0, which we ignore) 
by requiring just that every generator order-congruence be the identity equivalence. 
This makes all the elements chosen in the course of the discussion uniquely 
determined and reduces all the congruences to equalities. Thus the containment 
condition on the f( p, 4) is fulfilled of itself, and the congruences characterizing factor 
sets take on the equality form familiar from group theory. Every class 4 is now 
isomorphic to K insofar as it is presented by a g with identity order-congruence. A 
change of generator would be effected by right multiplying with an element having a 
right inverse; but so that the new generator also have no proper order-congruence, 
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this must be a full inverse: the possible multipliers i come from the subgroup of 
invertible elements. The normalizer of the identity congruence being all of K, the 
range of kg is unrestricted; once such generators have been chosen it is a map from 
K X Q to K itself, since the conjugate of an element is now unique: conjugation (by 
such g) is an endomorphism of K. 
The inner conjugations by its invertible elements form a subgroup of automor- 
phisms of the endomorphism monoid of K: that the group of invertible elements be 
in its center is just the condition that this subgroup of automorphisms reduce to the 
identity, in which case conjugation by generators induces a map of 0 into 
the endomorphism monoid of K, i.e. the value endomorphism is independent 
of the generator in each class. (This is a homomorphism when they are multi- 
plicatively closed.) Factor sets are now equivalent just when one can be obtained 
from the other by multiplying its value at (p, 4) by the invertible, hence central, 
coefficient izizi, for iq an arbitrary map from Q into the subgroup of invertible 
elements of K. If K is moreover commutative, then factor sets are closed under 
pointwise multiplication (more generally they admit pointwise multiplication by any 
Q x Q indexed family in the center of K which satisfies the equality derived from 
associativity of generator multiplication), and equivalence is, by associativity, a 
multiplicative congruence: thus one can form the “monoid of extensions of K by 0” 
for the fixed map on Q to the endomorphisms of K which specify conjugation by 
these generators. 
An extension “splits” if it is possible to choose generators for the q which are 
multiplicatively closed, hence multiply as do the classes in 0 they generate: thus, if it 
is possible to so choose them that f( p, q) = 1 mod 0,. The other possible choices (for 
the same extension) have factor sets in iii (i& mod 19,) for iq’s right invertible 
mod f14; and among them, those for which I “’ = izi, mod ~3, share the property that 
the map q + (1: sending q on its generator is an isomorphism of 0 into the extension 
which pre-inverts the projection onto Q and whose image right K-generates the 
extension. By following the projection with this isomorphism, one obtains an 
idempotent endomorphism of the extension onto a right K-generating submonoid, 
which is an internalized version of the projection and from which the splitting may be 
recovered. 
Specializing further to exclusively commutative monoids, and taking kq = k for all 
k and q as well asf(p, q) = 1, one has left to fulfil only the condition 19~8, c 8,, which 
follows from &,, 0, c 0, and is implied by it: thus 8 is just an order-preserving map 
from the divisibility order on Q into the congruences on K. This description of the 
split extension is called a “triple” in [ 111; the corresponding representation of the 
form qk (identifying the q with their generators which multiply as they do) a 
“quasi-decomposition”; and the retraction onto a right K-generating submonoid the 
“Glivenko operator”. The dual description, in terms of the canonical quotient 
morphisms K/e, + K/H,, is a “semigroup of semigroups”; more generally, given 
monoids Kq indexed by the q E Q, to generate the classes of the extension by acting 
faithfully on generators multiplying as do the q, and given further morphisms (now 
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not necessarily onto) between them in the direction of index multiplication which 
compose compatibly, he shows how to construct a “semigroup of semigroups”. This 
is just a “split” version of the Leech-Grillet construction as generalized above: 
because of commutativity the additional structural postulate is superfluous, the given 
morphisms sufficing to evaluate all products. (As a historical note it might be 
remarked that the construction, even in the non-commutative case, is already to be 
found in Kolibiarova [4]-although she only exploits it when Q is a semigroup of 
idempotents.) 
Recently Krishnan [S] has generalized Schmidt to the non-commutative, but in a 
form more specialized than results from restricting what was done above to the split 
case: he requires not just that the extension split, but also that the classes 4 each be 
monogenerated both as right and as left K-set by their representatives i omorphic to 
0. (With the K/e, groups one would be in the Leech setting.) This is characterized in 
terms of a “quintet” which consists of K, Q, the Q-indexed left and right order- 
congruences (which are now both congruences with isomorphic quotients) of the 
representatives, and the graph of conjugation. 
Appendix 
Peter Kiihler [14] has just come out with the nonsymmetrized (i.e. classes only 
right monogenerated K-sets) non-commutative version of Schmidt’s “quasi-deco- 
mpositions of semigroups”, which was treated here by the specialization to split 
extensions indicated immediately above. 
He also offers an analogue of the Kaloujnine-Krasner theorem in the form of an 
embedding of these split extensions into quotients of the wreath product K I Q- 
under the supplementary hypothesis that the congruence classes have right mono- 
generators whose order-congruences are two-sided-and points out (at the end of 
Section 5, pp. 535-537) that for groups the Kaloujnine-Krasner theorem is stronger, 
in that it establishes the embeddability of arbitrary extensions into the wreath 
product. The analogue of this stronger result is however available just for the 
extensions considered here. 
Indeed left multiplication by an element m in a class p will send some particular 
choice of right generators 4 of the classes which make up Q into the respective classes 
of the left multiples pq in Q. The element m thus defines an assignment to each 4 E Q 
of a Bw class, which may be realized by a representative +(m, 4) E K: any element for 
which rn4 =jE&$(m, 4). Since t&(m, 1) is a coefficient in K yielding m in the 
presentation of p by its monogenerator p, it4 is injected into the disjoint union, 
indexed by the p E Q, of the totality of these assignments X{K/8, : 4 E Q}. From 
p4r~$ (pj$, r) = pj(qkr) = pj@$ (4, r) = p4r& ( pj, qr)~$ (q’k, r) there follows 4 (pjqk, 
r) = ~$(pj, qr)~#~(@, r), the characteristic omposition of the functional component in 
wreath products, but here only valid modulo 8,,. One is thus led to introduce (as did 
Kbhler) the equivalence which identifies those pairs in the wreath product K\Q 
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which have the same quotient component p and whose functional components 4, 
4’: Q + K are related by 4(q) = 4’(q) mod Bw for every 4 E Q. This equivalence is 
actually a right congruence for the multiplication in, i.e. for the right action on itself 
of, KIQ; and the disjoint union described above into which the extension is 
embedded, is the quotient of KlQ modulo this congruence. Even though multi- 
plication in KlQ cannot pass consistently to this quotient (insofar as the congruence 
is not compatible for left action by elements), the embedding is nonetheless a 
multiplicative isomorphism: the product is partially defined in the quotient-just for 
those pairs for which the class of the product of representatives i  fixed by the class of 
the right factor (as well as by that of the left)-and the embedding sends products in 
M onto such defined products in the quotient, as follows from the congruence mod 
0,, established above. One thus has the Kaloujnine-Krasner theorem for groups 
fully generalized to monoid extensions with one sided monogenic congruence 
classes-and without having to impose KBhler’s supplementary hypothesis: every 
such extension is embedded as a submonoid in the partial monoid which is the 
quotient of KIQ modulo the one-sided congruence obtained as above from the 
order-congruences of a system of representatives monogenerating the congruence 
classes in the extension. 
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